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To help clinicians read medical texts such as clinical practice guidelines or drug monographs, we pro-
posed an iconic language called VCM. This language can use icons to represent the main medical con-
cepts, including diseases, symptoms, treatments and follow-up procedures, by combining various
pictograms, shapes and colors. However, the semantics of this language have not been formalized, and
users may create inconsistent icons, e.g. by combining the ‘‘tumor’’ shape and the ‘‘sleeping’’ pictograms
into a ‘‘tumor of sleeping’’ icon. This work aims to represent the VCM language using DLs and OWL for
evaluating its semantics by reasoners, and in particular for determining inconsistent icons.

We designed an ontology for formalized the semantics of VCM icons using the Protégé editor and
scripts for translating the VCM lexicon in OWL. We evaluated the ability of the ontology to determine
icon consistency for a set of 100 random icons. The evaluation showed good results for determining icon
consistency, with a high sensitivity. The ontology may also be useful for the design of mapping between
VCM and other medical terminologies, for generating textual labels for icons, and for developing user
interfaces for creating VCM icons.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The enormous growth of knowledge and the increasing avail-
ability of online resources have made access to medical informa-
tion an important issue. Clinicians can be overwhelmed by the
amount of medical knowledge available; they have very limited
time to read clinical guidelines and drug dictionaries, and may
have difficulties in accessing large patient records. Reading medical
information and knowledge is particularly problematic as it is tra-
ditionally presented in a textual format, although it is well estab-
lished that a graphical presentation can be more efficient. Indeed,
Paivio [1] showed that verbal (i.e. textual) and non-verbal (i.e. im-
age) information are treated by different cognitive processes, with
different abilities. Various works have shown that graphical pre-
sentations can be more efficient than textual ones in medicine
[2–4]. In a previous study [5], we proposed VCM (Visualisation
des Connaissances Médicales, French acronym for Medical Knowl-
edge Visualization), an iconic language for representing major
medical concepts: patients’ clinical conditions, symptoms, dis-
eases, physiological states, risks or antecedents of diseases, drug
and non-drug treatments, lab tests and follow-up procedures.
VCM has subsequently been used in a graphical interface for
accessing drug knowledge, and we have shown that it allowed
physicians to access drug knowledge faster and with fewer errors
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than through a textual interface [6]. VCM was initially devoted to
drug knowledge, but has been recently extended for other medical
applications [7], including Electronic Health Records (EHRs), deci-
sion support systems and search engines.

The VCM language provides a graphical combinatory grammar
for generating icons from a restricted set of shapes, pictograms
and colors. For example, the icon for representing ‘‘tumor of the
stomach’’ is generated by combining a pictogram representing
the stomach, a red color (meaning current patient state), and a
square (meaning pathological state) with two cells in the process
of dividing (meaning tumor). The use of a combinatory grammar
makes it possible to generate billions icons from a hundred of
primitive shapes, pictograms and colors. However, inconsistent
icons, i.e. icons that are absurd from a medical point of view,
may also be generated. For example, the two cells in division
(meaning tumor) can be combined with the pictogram with a ‘‘Z’’
in a bubble (meaning sleep): the resulting icon would be inter-
preted as ‘‘tumor of sleeping’’ which has no medical meaning
and is thus inconsistent.

Unfortunately, such inconsistent icons are problematic, because
VCM allows the user to create icons by combining the various pic-
tograms, shapes and colors. Examples of situations in which users
may have to create icons are: (a) a physician creating icons for indi-
cating the patient’s clinical conditions, diseases or antecedents in
an EHR, (b) a medical expert associating VCM icons to a reference
document, e.g. a clinical guideline, to improve the readability of the
document, and (c) a terminology expert developing mappings
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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between VCM and a medical terminology, to associate icons with
the terms of the terminology. In these situations, inconsistent icons
are not desired, and could only result from a slip (e.g. the user
clicked on the wrong button when choosing the icon) or a misun-
derstanding of the VCM language. Additionally, among all the pos-
sible VCM icons that could be created by the combinatory process
(e.g. in a cache on a server), a large proportion would be
inconsistent.

Consistency checking has been widely studied for auditing
medical terminologies [8], and tracking inconsistent terms. Zhu
et al. [9] distinguished two categories of methods for searching
for inconsistent terms in a medical terminology: linguistic-based
methods searching for lexical inconsistency (e.g. is the word ‘‘con-
genital’’ used consistently across a terminology of diseases?), and
ontological methods searching for inconsistent classifications (e.g.
is there a term classified as both a plant and an animal?). Both of
these types of method can rely either on extrinsic knowledge, i.e.
the terminology is compared to another source of knowledge such
as another terminology, or on intrinsic knowledge, i.e. the terminol-
ogy’s consistency is checked with regards to knowledge inferred
from the terminology itself, either manually or automatically.
Zhu et al. distinguish between manual auditing methods, auto-
mated heuristic methods (which still require a manual validation
of the inconsistencies found) and automated systematic methods
(no manual intervention at all is required).

However, linguistic methods, and in particular string-based
methods, are not well-suited for iconic languages, and the large
number of possible icons in VCM makes manual operations
impractical. Therefore we preferred automated systematic onto-
logical methods for checking icon consistency. Such methods typ-
ically consist of (1) formally defining restrictions (also called rules
or constraints) that are derived from another terminology (in the
case of extrinsic knowledge) or that are implicit in the terminology
(in case of intrinsic knowledge), and then (2) searching for terms or
concepts violating these restrictions [9]. Ontologies represented
using formal languages, such as Description Logics (DLs) [10], have
been frequently used for expressing the restrictions (mainly for
restricting the domains and ranges of relations) in these methods.
For example, diseases could be described as concepts that have for
finding site only anatomical sites, such that: ‘‘have finding site’’ is
the relation, ‘‘disease’’ is the domain, ‘‘anatomical sites’’ is the
range and ‘‘only’’ is the restriction on the range. The use of DLs
has several advantages including the possibility of exploiting ad-
vanced inference services (satisfiability, subsumption, classifica-
tion, consistency checking, instantiation and realization) [11]
provided by reasoners.

During the GALEN project [12], these methods were applied by
Rector et al. [13] in the GALEN Representation And Integration Lan-
guage (GRAIL) for restricting medical terminologies to sensible (i.e.
not non-sense) concepts. Similar methods have been applied, alone
or in combination with others, to many medical terminologies
including the Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) [14], the Standard-
ized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical terms (SNOMED CT) [15–
17], the International Classification of Diseases 10th release
(ICD10) [18], the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [19,20]
and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) thesaurus [21,22]. Several
studies have also checked the consistency of the Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS) [23–25]. In particular, these methods
have been used for verifying the consistency of post-coordinated
terms. In some terminologies, post-coordination is a mechanism
that lets the user create new terms by combining existing terms
(e.g. combining the terms ‘‘anemia’’ and ‘‘severe’’ for creating ‘‘se-
vere anemia’’). This mechanism is very similar to the construction
of a VCM icon, and can also lead to inconsistent terms. Both Navas
et al. [26] and Cornet [27] proposed using rules expressed in DLs
for verifying the consistency of post-coordinated terms.
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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Many of these studies use the Ontology Web Language (OWL)
for representing DLs. OWL is the W3C standard for ontologies on
the Semantic Web [28]. It has several advantages for ontologies
in medicine: interoperability, semantics and reasoning services
(see [29] for an overview of biomedical information services that
can be supported by medical ontologies). Another practical benefit
of OWL is that it allows the multitude of existing tools freely avail-
able online to be exploited, including in particular ontology editors
such as Protege [30] and several powerful reasoners such as Her-
miT [31] and Pellet [32].

The objective of the work reported here is to represent the VCM
language using DLs and OWL for evaluating its semantics by rea-
soners, and in particular for identifying inconsistent icons. We will
first introduce the VCM language briefly. Then we will describe the
modeling choices for the ontology and the evaluation methodol-
ogy. In the results section, we will describe the ontology and give
the evaluation results. Finally, we will discuss the difficulties
encountered when formalizing this iconic language, and the per-
spectives for the VCM icon ontology beyond the determination of
icon consistency.
2. Background: the VCM iconic language

The VCM language proposes icons for representing the patient’s
main clinical conditions, including symptoms, diseases, physiolog-
ical states (e.g. age class or pregnancy), risks and history of dis-
eases, drug and non-drug treatments, lab tests and follow-up
procedures. However, it does not aim to achieve the same level
of detail as possible with textual language. VCM includes a set of
graphical primitives (shapes, pictograms and colors), and a graph-
ical grammar to combine these elements for creating icons.

Fig. 1 illustrates graphical combinations of the various ele-
ments. A VCM icon can be described by a color,1 a basic shape
and a set of shape modifiers, a central pictogram, a top-right color
and one or two top-right pictograms; Fig. 2 shows the VCM syntax
in Backus-Naur Form (BNF). A simple icon can be created by com-
bining (1) a color indicating the temporal aspect of the icon: red for
current states of the patient, orange for risk of future states, and
brown for past states (i.e. antecedents or history), (2) a basic shape:
a circle for physiological states or a square for pathological states
(diseases or symptoms), and (3) a central white pictogram indicat-
ing the anatomico-functional location (e.g. heart, lung, etc.) or the
patient characteristic (e.g. pregnancy) involved. Anatomic struc-
tures and their corresponding functions are usually represented
by the same pictogram (e.g. lung and respiration share the same
pictogram).

Icons for treatments and follow-up procedures are created from
the icon for the disease treated or the risk of disease followed-up,
by adding a top-right pictogram in green (for treatment) or blue
(for follow-up procedure). The shape of the top-right pictogram
indicates the type of treatment (drug treatment, oral drug or sur-
gery, for example) or follow-up procedure (including lab tests
and medical imaging).

More details can be added to a simple disease or symptom icon.
We distinguished two types of disease and symptom: (1) those
specific to an anatomico-functional location, and they are repre-
sented by using a modified central pictogram (e.g. vomiting is a
symptom specific to the stomach) and (2) those that are general
and involve a morphology that can occur in many anatomico-func-
tional locations (e.g. tumor, infection or functional deficiency);
these are represented by adding a shape modifier to the square
basic shape (for instance, tumor is represented by two cells in
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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Fig. 1. Examples of VCM icons, created by combining various shapes, pictograms and colors. The simple ‘‘stomach disease’’ icon is created by assembling the red color
(meaning current state), the square (meaning disease) and the stomach pictogram. It can then be further modified to create (a) the ‘‘Drug for stomach disease’’ icon by adding
a green cross top-right pictogram (meaning drug treatment), (b) the ‘‘Vomiting’’ icon by using a more precise pictogram (meaning vomiting), or (c) the ‘‘Stomach tumor’’ icon
by adding a shape modifier showing two cells in division (meaning tumor).

Fig. 2. Syntax of VCM icons expressed in Backus-Naur Form (BNF).
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division, bacterial infection by a small bacterium and functional
deficiency by a downward arrow).

Anatomical structures belonging to ‘‘transversal’’ systems that
are present in many anatomico-functional locations (such as blood
vessels and nerves that are present in most organs) are also repre-
sented by shape modifiers. This allows a blood vessel located in a
specific organ to be represented (e.g. coronary vessels are blood
vessels located in the heart). A central pictogram expressing a spe-
cific disorder can be combined with shape modifiers, and several
shape modifiers can be applied to the same icons as long as they
do not overlap spatially.

Finally, a second top-right pictogram can be added to represent
health professionals or medical documents, e.g. the cardiologist
icon is created by adding the health professional top-right picto-
gram to the cardiac disease icon.

More details can be found in the article describing the VCM lan-
guage [5].
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3. Materials and methods

3.1. Materials

We used the Protégé ontology editor version 4.1 beta for editing
the OWL-DL ontology, and the HermiT OWL reasoner version 1.2.4
for detecting inconsistent concepts. Python scripts were used for
generating OWL files from text files.

3.2. Building the ontology

The ontology needs to take two types of constraints into account:
(a) graphical constraints (e.g. the shape modifiers meaning ‘‘tumor’’
and ‘‘virus’’ are placed at the same location on a VCM icon, and thus
they cannot be used simultaneously), and (b) medical constraints
similar to those encountered when verifying medical terminologies
(e.g. a tumor ‘‘is a’’ morphology that can occur in an anatomical
structure, but not in a biological function). Consequently, the ontol-
ogy has been developed in three parts: a first part describing VCM
icons with their graphical constraints, a second part describing
medical concepts and constraints, containing anatomical structures
and biological functions, and a third part including no new concepts
but linking graphical and medical concepts with ‘‘represents’’ and
‘‘is represented by’’ relations (e.g. the lung-shaped pictogram repre-
sents the lung organ or the respiratory biological function).

The first part, the graphical part, was automatically generated
from the lexicon of VCM colors, pictograms and shape modifiers.
The OWL file generated was then manually edited with Protégé for
adding the graphical constraints. The second part of the ontology,
the medical part, was modeled manually using the Protégé editor.
The medical concepts and relations were limited to a low level of pre-
cision similar to that of VCM, i.e. an upper level. The third part was
automatically generated from a text file listing pairs of the form
(graphical concept, medical concept), each concept being present in
one or several pairs (e.g. (lung-shaped pictogram, lung organ) and
(lung-shaped pictogram, respiration) for the previous lung example).

The ontology was built using an iterative process, each iteration
consisting of the following steps: (1) enriching the ontology with
new medical concepts and relations, (2) adding a few consistent
and inconsistent icons to a test set, (3) executing the reasoner,
(4) verifying the consistency of the test icons, and (5) fixing any
problems encountered.

3.3. Evaluating the ontology with regards to icon consistency

We evaluated the ontology of VCM icons by determining the
consistency of a set of 100 random VCM icons. The consistency
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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of each of these icons was reviewed by four experts with both a
medical and a computer science background. Two of them (AV
and CD) were involved in the design of the VCM language (but
not directly in the design of the ontology). The two other experts
had not contributed to the development of VCM; they were trained
to the use of VCM with the VCM training software and they were
given a paper lexicon of the pictograms used in VCM. Each expert
was asked to indicate the consistency of each icon, with two pos-
sible values (consistent or inconsistent). The inter-expert agree-
ment was evaluated using Fleiss’ Kappa. Disagreements between
experts were resolved by seeking a consensus by collective discus-
sion. Sensitivity and specificity were computed. Sensitivity indi-
cates the percentage of inconsistent icons that were found to be
inconsistent by the ontology and the reasoner. Specificity indicates
the percentage of consistent icons that were found to be consistent
by the ontology and the reasoner. The following formulae were
used:

sensitivity ¼ jtrue positivesj
jtrue positivesj þ jfalse negativesj ð1Þ

specificity ¼ jtruenegativesj
jtruenegativesj þ jfalsepositivesj ð2Þ

True positives are icons classified as inconsistent by the ontology
and considered to be inconsistent by the experts. True negatives are
icons classified as consistent by the ontology and considered to be
consistent by the experts. False positives are icons classified as
inconsistent by the ontology, but considered to be consistent by
the experts. False negatives are icons classified as consistent by
the ontology, but considered to be inconsistent by the experts.

In addition, we tested the ability of the ontology to detect
inconsistent icons in a real case: the validation of the 521 icons
present in the VCM training software. This training software has
previously been validated by three VCM experts (JBL, AV and CD)
during the design of the VCM language. Thus, it is expected to con-
tain only consistent icons. The ontology was thus used to search for
inconsistent icons among these 521 icons.
4. Results

4.1. The ontology of VCM icons

The ontology of VCM icons includes 609 classes, 41 relations
and 3,934 axioms. It is represented with the OWL-DL language
and belongs to the ALCRIQ Description Logics family. It has been
shown that this DL family is decidable [33].

The ontology is composed of three parts: The first part of the
ontology describes the VCM icons, and contains 240 classes, 21
relations and 2597 axioms. It includes concepts for the pictograms,
shapes and colors used in the VCM language, and graphical con-
straints for assembling them into icons. In particular, graphical
constraints prevent icons with too many components (e.g. an icon
with two central pictograms) or overlapping shape modifiers (e.g.
the ‘‘tumor’’ and ‘‘virus’’ shape modifier are overlapping). Fig. 3
shows the top of the first part of the ontology.

The second part describes the medical concepts represented by
VCM pictograms, shapes and colors: anatomic locations, biological
functions, patient characteristics (e.g. age class) and categories of
medical treatments, exams and procedures. This second part con-
tains 369 classes, 18 relations and 828 axioms. The basic medical
concepts can be used for describing more complex medical con-
cepts, such as patient’s clinical conditions, diseases, risks and ante-
cedents, drug treatments, lab tests, medical procedures and health
services (e.g. stomach tumor can be described as a disease that
affects the stomach and that involves a tumoral process). The
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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Fig. 3. The top of the first part of the VCM icon ontology, which describes the VCM icons.
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medical part of the ontology includes the medical constraints for
assembling the basic concepts into complex ones, but not the
complex concepts themselves (i.e. the ontology includes the ‘‘stom-
ach’’ and ‘‘tumor’’ concepts, and constraints for post-coordinating
them, but not the ‘‘stomach tumor’’ concept). Fig. 4 shows the top
of the second part of the ontology, and Fig. 5 shows a sub-part of
the TBox describing the two first parts of VCM icon ontology.

The third part of the ontology relates the two other parts with
‘‘represent’’ and ‘‘is represented by’’ relations, including constraints
on these two relations. For instance, the central pictogram ‘‘heart’’
is only present in icons that represent medical concepts related to
the ‘‘heart’’ organ or the ‘‘heart function’’. The third part contains
no classes, two relations and 509 axioms.

Figs. 6–9 show how the ‘‘tumor of stomach’’ and ‘‘tumor of
sleep’’ icons can be represented in the ontology. By propagating
the constraints of the various parts of the ontology, a reasoner like
HermiT determines the consistency of an icon described in the
ontology. For instance it deduces that the ‘‘tumor of stomach’’ icon
is consistent and that the ‘‘tumor of sleep’’ icon is inconsistent.
Supplementary data file ‘‘vcm_icon_ontology_example.owl’’ con-
tains the OWL definitions corresponding to Figs. 6 to 9; it has been
tested with Protégé 4.1 and HermiT 1.3.5.

4.2. Evaluation results

The consistency of 100 randomly selected VCM icons was
determined by 4 experts. The inter-expert Fleiss’ Kappa was 0.47
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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(moderate agreement). For 61 icons, all the experts were of the
same opinion. For the remaining 39 icons, a consensus was ob-
tained by collective discussion. A total of 27 icons were considered
as consistent by the experts, 19 of these 27 icons were found con-
sistent by the ontology; 73 icons were scored by the experts as
inconsistent and 67 of these 73 were found by the ontology to be
inconsistent. Thus, the ontology displayed a sensitivity of 91.8%
(CI: 83–96%) and a specificity of 70.4% (CI: 52–84%). The experts
and the ontology agreeded on the icon consistency for 86 of the
100 icons (and for 58 of the 61 icons for which all four experts
agreeded).

Examples of icons scored as inconsistent by experts but as con-
sistent by the ontology (i.e. false negatives) included: (a) an icon
associating the pregnancy pictogram with the dependency shape
modifier, (b) an icon associating the dental pulp pictogram with
the nerve shape modifier, for which the evaluators considered that
dental pulp was nervous tissue and thus the nerve shape modifier
was redundant, (c) icons associating a radiotherapy or a graft treat-
ment exponent with a disease that was considered by evaluators as
unlikely to be treated by radiotherapy or grafting (e.g. drug depen-
dence), (d) an icon associating the metabolism shape modifier with
a pictogram representing an anatomical location that has limited
metabolic activity (e.g. throat and nose).

Examples of icons scored as consistent by experts but as incon-
sistent by the ontology (i.e. false positives) included: (a) icons for
abdominal tumor, thoracic tumor, etc.; in the ontology, the tumor
shape modifier was only allowed with organs and cells, but not
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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with anatomical region, (b) an icon associating the throat and nose
pictogram with a functional alteration; the throat and nose picto-
gram was not considered by the ontology to be able to represent a
function, but the evaluators considered that it can represent deglu-
tition, (c) icons including a pictogram specific to a disease (e.g.
photosensitization or Paget’s disease) combined with additional
shape modifiers; in the ontology these pictograms were considered
to define the disease fully, such that adding more detail was not
allowed, (d) an icon including a patient characteristic pictogram
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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(e.g. weight) and a shape modifier indicating an etiology, and (e)
an icon with the patient’s entourage pictogram associated with
the pathological square shape.

The consistency of the 521 icons of the VCM training software
was tested using the ontology; these icons were expected to be
consistent. However, the reasoner identified 25 of these icons as
being inconsistent; a manual review of these inconsistencies
showed that 14 of them were erroneous icons in the training soft-
ware, five were incomplete (and thus inconsistent) icons that were
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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used as intermediary results for explaining how to create icons,
and six were actually consistent.

Fig. 10 shows some examples of inconsistent icons found during
the design of the ontology and the evaluation. Categories of incon-
sistency could be defined, and some of the major categories were:
(1) graphical inconsistencies, i.e. icons with overlapping graphical
primitives (see icon (a) in Fig. 10), (2) icons with a blue follow-
up procedure exponent and a red central color meaning ‘‘current
state’’; by definition only risks are monitored in VCM (e.g. (b) in
Fig. 10), (3) icons including both the non-pathological circle shape
and pathological shape modifiers (e.g. (c) in Fig. 10), (4) icons
including a shape modifier for a transversal anatomical structure
(i.e. meaning ‘‘blood vessel of’’ or ‘‘peripheral nervous structure
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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of’’) but associated to a central pictogram that is not an organ or
a tissue (e.g. (d) in Fig. 10), (5) icons with a shape modifier corre-
sponding to a pathological alteration that cannot be applied to
the medical concept represented by the central pictogram of the
icon (e.g. the ‘‘tumor of sleeping’’ icon, and (e), (f) and (g) in
Fig. 10), and (6) icons including a treatment exponent but not asso-
ciated to a pathological state, or a non-pathological alteration such
as pregnancy (e.g. (h) in Fig. 10).

5. Discussion

In this article, we present a method for formalizing an iconic
language, i.e. a language that is graphical and not a textual, in
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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Description Logics, focusing on the evaluation of its semantics by
reasoners and the determination of the consistency of the icons
used. This method is based on a three-part ontology, the first part
describing the icons, the second part describing the concepts they
mean, and the third part linking the icons to the concepts they
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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represent. The method was successfully applied to the VCM medi-
cal iconic language. The evaluation indicated that it gave satisfac-
tory results for determining icons consistency. The fact that we
were able to formalize the iconic language with success is an argu-
ment in favor of the validity of the construction of the VCM
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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language, which was initially partly intuitive. The ontology has al-
ready contributed to the identification of several erroneous icons
in the VCM training software. In addition, the proposed method
seems to be sufficiently generic to be applied to other medical
and even non-medical iconic languages.
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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The problem of determining the consistency of icons is similar
to the detection of inconsistencies in medical terminologies, but
we also encountered several difficulties related to the graphical
nature of VCM. First, linguistic approaches are not well-suited to
iconic languages, and indeed they have mostly been applied to tex-
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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tual languages. Second, it is necessary to consider two different
types of inconsistency: medical inconsistencies as in medical ter-
minologies, and graphical inconsistencies, e.g. when several parts
of an icon overlap. Finally, icons are less precise than text, and thus
an iconic language has a lower level of granularity and generates
much more polysemy than a typical textual terminology. The use
of an ontology including both a medical part and a graphical part
resolved these problems; Pisanelli et al. [34] previously highlighted
the value of ontologies for dealing with polysemy.

The main problem we encountered when modeling the VCM
icon ontology was the incapacity of the OWL-DL language to model
relations on object properties (except inverse and is-a relations).
For instance, in medicine, etiologies cause diseases, and in VCM,
etiological shape modifiers are located at the left side of the icons.
We can state in OWL that etiologies are represented by etiological
shape modifiers, and that diseases are represented by icons. How-
ever we cannot state that the ‘‘cause’’ relation is represented by the
‘‘is located at the left side of’’ relation. A way to work around this
problem was to apply the ‘‘represent’’ relation only between icons
and diseases, and to state that diseases caused by etiologies are
represented by icons with etiological shape modifiers located on
the left side of the icons.

Various formalisms have been proposed for representing the
semantic and/or syntactic constraints of a language, and in partic-
ular for natural language. The sublanguage theory [35,36] considers
that to each specialized domain (e.g. the medical domain or part of
it) corresponds a sublanguage of the natural language. A sublan-
guage is defined by syntactic structures as specified by the gram-
mar of the natural language, but also by domain-specific
semantic constraints. For example, in the pharmacy sublanguage,
when speaking about ‘‘delivery’’, it is understood that it is a drug
that is delivered, whereas in the gyneco-obstetric sublanguage, it
is a baby. For formalizing sublanguages, Johnson [37] proposed
the use of conceptual graphs extended with syntactic constraints.

For the particular case of pictures, two-dimensional grammars
have also been proposed [38], such as tile rewriting grammars
[39] or random picture grammars [40]. However, these grammars
were developed for picture-recognition, and they consider pictures
as rectangular arrays of small squares (e.g. pixels). However, VCM
icons are vector images with several pictograms and shape modifi-
ers that can overlap slightly; it would be very difficult to describe
them in terms of rectangular arrays.

We chose to formalize the structure of VCM using an ontology
rather than a grammatical formalism. Our choice was motivated
by the need for rich semantic constraints, for several of the main
categories of inconsistencies identified (see the end of the results
section). Category (1), graphical inconsistencies (e.g. overlapping
shape modifiers), could easily be dealt with using grammatical
constraints. By contrast, dealing with categories (4), (5) and (6) is
more difficult. Many VCM pictograms can represent several medi-
cal concepts depending on the context (e.g. the ‘‘lung’’ pictogram
represents the lung organ but also respiration), such that a con-
text-sensitive grammar would be required. Additionally, these cat-
egories of inconsistency require domain-specific knowledge. For
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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example, to determine that icon (d) in Fig. 10 (disease of the red
cells localized in the peripheral nervous system) is inconsistent,
one needs to know that (i) the ‘‘red cell’’ pictogram represents
red cells, (ii) nerves are transversal anatomical structures that
can only be associated to an innervated organ or tissue, and (iii)
red cells are cells but not organ or tissue. The issue can be seen
as a classification problem: is the ‘‘red cells’’ pictogram a pictogram
that can represent something that is an innervated organ or tissue?
This led us to use ontologies. This choice is comparable with the
one of Johnson [37], who chose a semantic formalism as a basis
for formalizing sublanguages.

Instead of creating the medical part of our ontology from
scratch, we could have reused an existing ontology. One possibility
was to start from a top ontology. Several upper-level ontologies
have been developed and are being maintained, e.g. BFO (Basic For-
mal Ontology) [41], DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and
Cognitive Engineering) [42], SUMO (Suggested Upper-Merged
Ontology) [43], and GFO (General Formal Ontology) [44]. Some
authors have used these ontologies for detecting inconsistencies
in medical terminologies [15,22]. However, the restrictions in-
cluded in top-level ontologies are very general, and they do not in-
clude restrictions specific to the medical domain. For instance, a
top-ontology states that only endurant concepts have a duration,
but not that tumors occur only in anatomical structures and not
in biological functions.

Another possibility would have been to use the UMLS Semantic
Network, which is available in OWL [45] and has been used in pre-
vious studies for auditing terminologies [24,21]. The Semantic Net-
work includes the main classes of medical concepts and their
relations: for example, it states that neoplastic processes have for
location only anatomical abnormality, but the various anatomical
abnormalities or locations are not included. However, Vizenor
et al. [24] has noted that there are many inconsistencies between
the semantic network and the UMLS metathesaurus, and thus the
semantic network should not be considered as a ‘‘medical top-
ontology’’ but rather as a ‘‘loose reference’’. Consequently, it was
easier to create the medical part of the ontology from scratch,
especially as it includes only a very limited number of concepts
(368 concepts and 18 relations).

We did not reuse domain ontologies because (a) many of these
ontologies are not well adapted to our requirements, e.g. the FMA
for anatomical concepts is very large (about 70,000 concepts com-
pared to the 53 anatomical pictograms in VCM, with thus a very
different level of granularity) and its representation in OWL has
not yet been debugged and still includes inconsistencies [19],
and (b) there is no existing ontology for all the domains covered
by the VCM pictograms and shapes, e.g. there is no ontology for
biological functions [46]. However, the development of applica-
tion-oriented domain ontologies, such as the OBO ontologies (Open
Biomedical Ontologies) [47], have led to the proposal of a kind of
intermediate level. OBO is a collaborative initiative guided by onto-
logical principles whereas BioTop [48] is an upper-level ontology
for the biomedical domain founded upon strict ontological princi-
ples using OWL-DL as a formal representation language. Schulz
f a medical iconic language using ontological reasoning. J Biomed Inform
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et al. [49] mapped the UMLS Semantic Network [50] with BioTop to
make logic-based reasoning available for the resources annotated
or categorized with the Semantic Network. It may be useful simi-
larly to align the VCM ontology with BioTop, the UMLS Semantic
Network, or other medical ontologies and terminologies.

The top levels of the VCM ontology and the top levels of other
medical terminological systems, such as the UMLS Semantic Net-
work or SNOMED CT, share several similarities. Many concepts
are common, including anatomical structures (called topography
in SNOMED CT), biologic functions, etiologies, etc. In addition,
the distinction between transversal and non-transversal anatomi-
cal structures in the ontology allows several anatomical structures
to be combined in an icon; this mechanism is similar to the multi-
ple inheritance used in some terminological systems. For instance,
‘‘coronary vessels’’ are represented in VCM by combining two
graphical primitives: the ‘‘heart’’ pictogram and the ‘‘blood vessels’’
shape modifier. This is similar to what SNOMED CT does: the ‘‘cor-
onary artery structure’’ concept (ID 41801008) has two is-a rela-
tions, with ‘‘heart part’’ and with ‘‘artery of mediastinum’’ (which
is a blood vessel). Distinguishing traversal and non-transversal
anatomical structures prevents meaningless combination of ana-
tomical structures (e.g. kidney and liver have no overlapping struc-
tures; as both are non-transversal anatomical structures in the
VCM ontology, it is not possible to combine them).

However, it appears that in some situations, the VCM ontology
goes further in the decomposition of medical concepts. For exam-
ple, renal failure is represented in VCM by combining two graphi-
cal primitives: the kidney pictogram and a downward arrow
meaning ‘‘failure of a biologic function’’. By contrast, in SNOMED
CT, the ‘‘renal failure syndrome’’ concept (ID 42399005) is only de-
scribed as being a ‘‘renal impairment’’ which has for finding site
the ‘‘kidney structure’’. Indeed, SNOMED CT includes no concept
equivalent to ‘‘failure of a biologic function’’.

The ability of the VCM icon ontology to determine icon consis-
tency was evaluated over a random set of 100 icons. The evaluation
suggested a high sensitivity (91.8%), indicating that the ontology is
good at detecting inconsistent icons. The evaluation also identified
a few errors in the ontology (such as considering as inconsistent
icons for tumor located in general anatomical region like the tho-
rax or abdomen); these errors have subsequently been fixed. It
was difficult to find evaluators for evaluating icon consistency, be-
cause they needed both a medical and a computer science back-
ground, and they also needed to be trained in the use of VCM. In
the near future, both user-created and randomly-generated icons
will be used for a more complete evaluation of the ontology, and
all such evaluations should involve several users (for generating
icons) and evaluators (for manually determining icon consistency).
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6. Conclusion

In the VCM iconic language, medical concepts are represented
by icons, these icons being created by combining several graphical
primitives such as pictograms and colors, according to a grammar.
However, VCM allows inconsistent (self-contradictory or meaning-
less) icons to be created. In this work, we have developed a method
for representing iconic languages by ontologies using Description
Logics and OWL, which allows a language’s semantics to be evalu-
ated by reasoners, and in particular inconsistent icons to be iden-
tified. This method was successfully applied to VCM.

The VCM icon ontology has several potential applications that
we plan to develop. Our next step will be to map VCM icons with
the various medical terminologies (e.g. SNOMED CT, ICD10, etc).
The ontology can help to detect inconsistent icons in such map-
pings. Additionally, for multiaxial terminologies and ontologies
like SNOMED CT, the various axes of the terminology, or the
Please cite this article in press as: Lamy J-B et al. Validating the semantics o
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various relations of the ontology, could be mapped to the VCM
ontology, and then the terms could be projected and translated
into VCM icons. Another advance would be the automatic genera-
tion of textual labels for VCM icons, as an aid to helping physicians
to learn the icons. In this context, the VCM ontology could contrib-
ute to disambiguating icons. A third possibility is the design of
graphical interfaces for creating VCM icons by combining several
graphical primitives; the ontology could by used by any such inter-
face to prevent users creating inconsistent icons.
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